Seekonk Speedway Chain Race
2022
1. Cars, minivans, and compact/mid-size trucks (No Full Size) permitted. Preparation of vehicles is the same as thrill
show vehicles.
2. This is a team event using 2 vehicles and 2 drivers. The vehicles will be hooked together in line with the lead
vehicle pulling both with no brakes, The second vehicle must have a driver and may only steer and brake but
can’t assist in pushing the other vehicle. This is the Crazy Train Race. The rules will give teams the ability to reuse
vehicles for other races as much as possible.
3. Lead vehicle must have one driver and will be the engine and front steering of the train.
A. There needs to be no working brakes during the race, so the best possible solution is up to the teams.
Suggestion: removing pin to brake pedal.
4. Second vehicle must have only one driver.
A. This vehicle will be able to steer and use its brakes to help the team in controlling speed.
B. Vehicle can be running to assist in steering and braking.
C. Vehicle must be always locked in neutral during this race so it cannot help in moving forward. (Remove shift
cable at transmission when placed in neutral.
5. Connection of vehicles. Vehicles must use only steel chains minimum of 3/8” link supported from chassis, NOT
to bumper. There must be (2) rows of chains spread apart by 3 feet. Chain must be free standing (Not welded)
no pipes allowed outside chains. Trailer hitch frames permitted, Fabrication of frame mount for connection of
chain permitted with no connections traveling past bumper face. CARS MUST HAVE A MAXIMUM & MINIMUM
DISTANCE OF THREE (3) FEET BETWEEN THEM. Connections are important so use a good plan. If vehicles
separate during the race they will be disqualified.

Only selected number of teams will be allowed to compete.
YOU MUST CALL 508-336-9959 TO REGISTER!!!

**The winning team will receive trophies for each team driver and $500
2nd place $200
3rd place $100

